TELEVISION
(partial list)

**THE MAN WHO FELL TO EARTH** (Season 1)
Trailer
Showtime
Dir: Seith Mann

**SNOWFALL** (Season 3, Even Episodes, Season 4)
FX
Cr: Eric Amadio, John Singleton, Dave Andron

**ON MY BLOCK** (Season 2)
Netflix
Cr: Lauren lungerich

**2022 SXSW Film Festival World Premiere**

**2022 ASC Award Winner – Outstanding Cinematography – One-Hour Series – Commercial TV – Ep. 402**

FEATURES
(partial list)

WHITE MEN CAN’T JUMP
Fox/Hulu
Dir: Calmatic

*KALUSHI: THE STORY OF SOLOMON MAHLANGU*
Pambili Media
Dir: Mandla Dube

A STAR IS BORN (VFX Addt’l Photography)
Warner Bros.
Dir: Bradley Cooper

FIXED
Fluid Film
Dir: Alonso Mayo

THE CIRCLE (Addt’l Photography)
IM Global/Studio Canal
Dir: James Ponsoldt

THE PERFECT MATCH
Lionsgate
Dir: Billie Woodruff

STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON (2nd Unit DP)
Universal Pictures
Dir: F. Gary Gray

48 HOURS TO LIVE
Tri-Destined Films
Dir: Benny Boom

BEYOND THE LIGHTS (Addt’l Photography)
BET Films
Dir: Gina Prince-Bythewood

PROGRESS (Short)
HBO
Dir: Jamal Caesar

GROWN UPS 2 (Addt’l Photography)
Columbia Pictures
Dir: Dennis Dugan

HYPE NATION 3D
CGV/Far East Films
Dir: Christian Strickland

COMMERCIALS (partial list)

TD Bank, Google, Subway ft. Simone Biles, Abbott, Greenwood, Unite the Country PSA, NFL – Alicia Keys, Lowes, IBM, Target, Microsoft, Verizon, Spectrum, 2018 BET Awards

DIRECTORS (partial list)

Benny Boom, Calmatic, Pete Chatmon, Lloyd Lee Choi, Lionel Coleman, Carla Dauden, Justin Polk, Chris Robinson, Chris Spencer, Terri Timely